KFI Studios’ products are unmatched in quality and value,
and with an incredible support staff of real, live people,
KFI Studios an easy choice for firms and designers who are
creating Healthcare Spaces.

HEALTHCARE SPACES

In business for over 25 years, our experience in stack chairs and
pedestal tables has blossomed into a wide range of beautiful and
functional products. When stability, comfort and superior durabilty
are the most important part of your healthcare space experience
needs, you’ll find KFI Studios’ collections are a beautiful option in
any healthcare space.
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kfistudios.com

EVOLVE
Designed by KFI Studios

KFI Studios Evolve collection includes sturdy,
contemporary designs that are ideal side or guest
chairs. Pictured here in a living / lobby space,
Evolve is built to support a home-like atmosphere.
Evolve helps create areas to gather and socialize, is
weight tested up to 400 pounds, and is available in
an extra wide version. Wood or upholstered options
create an attractive silhouette and are stackable up
to 8 chairs high.
GSA Approved and ships as quickly as 2 weeks.

JULEP

Designed by KFI Studios
Supporting a calming communal hub, Julep is
designed and built for comfort and style, as pictured
here in this hospital cafeteria space.
ANSI-BIFMA tested to hold 300 pounds, stacking
8 high, this 48 hour quick ship product is a great
solution as a side, guest, café, or dining option.
GSA Approved.

KOOL
Designed by KFI Studios

Meet our Kool Collection; a rugged best-seller from KFI Studios.
Create safe activity spaces and enjoy a lifetime warranty on Kool’s
frame. Weight-tested to 400lbs, the variety of Kool expressions make
this an ideal partner in activity rooms, nurses stations, or waiting areas.
Upholstered options ship in just 2 weeks with our graded program.
This functional and stylish chair is GSA Approved and
Green Guard Certified.

IMME

Designed by KFI Studios

By providing a variety of furnishings, hospitals and health systems
can create area theat meet the needs of a variety of patrons. When
versatility is key, look to Imme. Pictured here in a campus café setting,
the sled-based café chair is paired with the bar height stool to create
an area that can be rearranged to accommodate larger or smaller
groups. Imme pairs perfectly with KFI Studios Proof table, finishing out
a comfortable and healthful area. Green Guard Certified.

PROOF
Designed by KFI Studios

Proof Tables are among the hardest working and
dynamic options in healthcare spaces.
Clean lines, a wide array of top sizes, laminates
and even solid wood, Proof tables are ready to
go the distance. GSA Approved.

KOOL
Designed by KFI Studios

They say great things come in 3s, but did you know
they also come in 4s, 5s, and even more?
Kool chairs have available ganging and beam
seating options, helping create a comfortable and
attractive waiting area. Enjoy a Lifetime Warranty
on a KFI Studios classic.
GSA Approved and Green Guard Gold Certified.

EVELEEN
Sturdy and stylish, Eveleen is designed to provide the
perfect respite outdoors. A classic yet simple design
offers a timeless look for outdoor healthcare spaces.
Available in Mocha or White finishes, Eveleen is
corrosion and fade resistant and carries a
12 year warranty on the frame, plus a1 year on the
seat and back.

ROQA
Designed by Q Design

Small and large group conference
areas are essential communication
centers in healthcare systems. KFI Studios Roqa chairs enlist a minimal and
functional design which then elevates
conference and quiet rooms. Available
in 3 distinctive leg styles and pictured
here in the sublime cantilever version.

MIDTOWN
Designed by KFI Studios

Midtown tables are among the most flexible options in
the entire KFI Studios catalogue with options that run
the gamut from café, counter (pictured here), or bar
height, their customizability is what makes this an
attractive option for healthcare space specifiers.
Top options are available from 36” x 72” to
42” x 120” and 8 other options in between.

VOODOO
Designed by Q Design

KFI Studios’ Voodoo Collection has the minimalistic
style and light scale sensibility that are perfect for meeting and collaboration areas. Framed in contemporary
and attractive finishes like Latte and Umber (pictured),
Voodoo tables and stools are sold separately, but pair
together beautifully.

A CONVERSATION PIECE
Designed by our partner UMAGE
A Conversation Piece chair is an exclusive from our
furniture partners, Umage of Copenahagen. Shown
in a waiting area, it’s easy to see why it has become
a favorite among healthcare specifiers and designers.
Clean lines built for easy seating and consultation, A
Conversation Piece is complemented by the beautiful
and versatile HangOut table.

WORKWELL
Workwell table bases offer available power options
and are perfectly placed everywhere from break
rooms to conference rooms. Available in solid wood,
TFL, and HPL, Workwell tables are easy to place in any
setting.

zoso
Creating a welcoming environment is a vital part of
Healthcare space design. KFI Studios’ Zoso chairs are
built for just the occasion. Available in 3 different
colors; Toffee, Greystone, and Saddle, the Zoso chair
has an easy-going swivel and is an attractive and
comfortable option for guest seating.

